Objective: The vulnerable period (VP) defines an interval during which premature impulses can trigger reentrant arrhythmias leading to ventricular fibrillation and sudden death. The mechanistic basis of the success or failure of impulse propagation during the VP remains unclear. Recent clinical reports of gene mutations, drugs and cardiac disease link a variety of often lethal conditions with loss of cardiac Na channel function (NaLOF) and reentrant proarrhythmia. We hypothesized that during the VP, the Na conductance at the stimulus site is graded and that NaLOF would favor reentry specifically by flattening this gradient, which would destabilize antegrade front formation. Methods: Using numerical studies of propagation in a one-dimensional cable of ventricular cells, we identified the boundaries of the VP using paired (s1-s2) stimulation. We explored VP alterations associated with different NaLOF scenarios including reduced channel density, accelerated rate of inactivation, and prolonged recovery from inactivation. Results: Following the passage of a wave over the s2 site, a gradient in the restoration of Na channel conductance was demonstrated to exist during the VP. The VP boundaries coincided with different thresholds for stable retrograde and antegrade impulse propagation. Reducing channel density, accelerating inactivation and slowing the recovery from inactivation flattened the restoration gradient and extended the VP. VP extension was directly proportional to the time constant of Na channel recovery. Conclusions: Mutations that accelerate inactivation, slow recovery from inactivation, or reduce Na channel density flatten the restoration gradient within the VP which prolongs the VP and increases the probability that a premature impulse will initiate reentry. These studies define a new mechanism that links alterations in Na channel function with conditions that enable premature excitation to generate proarrhythmia and sudden death.
. Introduction
sequence of events underlying the development of a successfully propagating reentrant wave is uncertain. The initiation of reentry requires that a premature Mines [1] and later Wiggers and Wegria [2] demonstrated impulse arises within a vulnerable region where propagathat single stimuli could initiate reentry and fibrillation if tion succeeds in some directions and fails in other directimed to occur within a VP trailing an earlier wave of tions. The vulnerable period (VP) reflects the transit of this activation. Wiener and Rosenbleuth (W-R) [3] viewed the region across the site of premature excitation, but the VP as the transit of the refractory boundary across the suprathreshold length, L, of a stimulating field and thus established a mechanistic basis for the VP. With s1-s2 existence of a bounded VP consistent with the W-R Arrhythmogenic mutants of SCN5A [8, 9] and cells paradigm. Numerical studies of reentry in a two-dimenisolated from ischemic border zones [10] display NaLOF sional sheet by VanCapelle and Durrer [5] supported the similar to the effects of Class I antiarrhythmic drugs. The W-R model, provided numerical estimates of the VP and alterations in mutant channel gating properties should have showed how front formation within the vulnerable region relatively small effects on steady-state uniform propagaled to spiral wave reentry. Later, Joyner [6] identified tion. However, their effect on propagation under nonspatial asymmetry in some membrane property as an steady-state conditions, e.g. following re-excitation within essential requirement for producing unidirectional block in the VP, is unknown and could significantly alter the a one-dimensional cable. Quan and Rudy [7] extended dynamics of front formation or collapse thereby amplifying these studies by incorporating gap junction connections the VP. between cells in their cable model. Using paired s1-s2
In the present study, we use numerical studies to explore stimulation to create the asymmetric excitability, they the VP in a one-dimensional cable under normal conditions explored unidirectional block as a function of s12s2 delay and in the presence of a variety of Na channel gating and demonstrated that cellular uncoupling both slowed changes associated with known Na channel mutations, propagation and extended the VP, confirming the W-R including slowed recovery from Na channel inactivation model in a non-uniform cable.
and accelerated inactivation. We observed a gradient of Na Understanding vulnerability is critically dependent on conductance within the VP and different thresholds of Na characterizing the ability of a propagating front to recruit a channel conductance at the most and least premature sufficient amount of Na current to maintain propagation.
boundaries of the VP, one representing the minimum Cardiac sodium channel mutations [8, 9] , myocardial isconductance required to establish stable retrograde propachemia [10] and use-dependent sodium channel blockade gation and a larger one representing the minimum conduct-[11] are known to alter the amount of Na current available ance required to establish stable antegrade propagation. for propagation either by reducing Na channel density or Accelerating inactivation, slowing the recovery from inby changing the dynamics of channel state transitions, and activation and reducing the density of Na channels flatall are associated with enhanced proarrhythmia. Assuming tened the Na conductance restoration gradient within the that Na current is adequate to support propagation, then in VP and extended the VP. In the companion paper [16] , we resting normal myocardium, excitation of a cluster of cells expand this observation by exploring the relation between will form a front that will propagate in all directions away VP extension and voltage-dependent Na channel blockade. from the site of activation. However, the response to re-excitation after passage of an excitatory front will vary depending on the local value of the effective Na conduct-2 . Methods ance and its spatial distribution.
Trailing an action potential is a region of recovery from We explored the boundaries of the vulnerable period in a Na channel inactivation. This restoration gradient of Na one-dimensional cable of cardiac cells. To reduce conconductance provides a spatial asymmetry in excitability founding influences of multiple currents we used the and the potential for a unidirectional response to stimulaBeeler-Reuter (BR) [17] ventricular model replacing the tion. The existence of the VP suggests that the Na BR Na channel model with the Ebihara-Johnson model conductance restoration gradient in a region of marginally [18] and using a maximal Na conductance, G , of 24.25 Na excitable cells might be critical during formation of stably 2 mS / cm for normal conditions. A 5-cm cable was conpropagating antegrade and retrograde waves, and thus structed by linking excitable segments having an axial provide a mechanistic link between loss of Na channel resistivity of 250 ohm cm and a cell radius of 7 mm. The function (NaLOF) and proarrhythmia.
cable was discretized with space steps of 1 / 512 cm and We previously showed that drug-induced blockade of time steps of 1 / 128 ms. The discretized equations were cardiac Na channels altered the VP, and demonstrated an solved using an implicit method. The boundary conditions association between use-dependent blockade and extension at the ends of the cable permitted no current flow (≠V/ ≠x 5 of the VP using both numerical [12, 13] and in vitro 0). We defined the spatially distributed effective Na approaches [14, 15] . These studies indicated that the VP conductance, g (x), in terms of the maximum conductNa could be prolonged beyond that predicted by theoretical ance, G and the degree of channel inactivation as Na models [3, 13] , and that NaLOF secondary to use-dependent Na channel blockade had both antiarrhythmic and
Na Na proarrhythmic properties. Our analysis indicated that slowed restoration of Na channel conductance not only where h(x) and j(x) are the spatial distributions of fast (h) extended the refractory period, an antiarrhythmic process, and slow ( j) non-inactivated channels. but also extended the VP, a proarrhythmic process, thereby
We defined the VP in a cable as the range of s12s2 increasing the probability of triggering reentry with an delays resulting in unidirectional propagation. We meaunsuppressed premature ventricular contraction (PVC).
sured the VP by initiating a conditioning wave (s1) at one end of the cable, and after a suitable delay (s1-s2) inactivation were explored by reducing the recovery rate initiating a test wave (s2) with a stimulus introduced at constant, a , by 3, 5 and 10. Accelerated inactivation was j 1.25 cm from one end (Fig. 1) . The stimulus amplitude explored by doubling the inactivation rate, b .
h and duration of both conditioning (s1) and test (s2) stimuli 2 were 262.5 mA / cm and 0.25 ms, respectively, and the length of the s2 electrode was 1 / 512 cm. While varying the 3 . Results s12s2 delay we identified the most premature boundary marking the transition from a refractory response (collapsWe explored front formation in the presence of a ing wave) to stable retrograde propagation and the least gradient in effective Na conductance, g (x), using s1-s2
Na premature boundary marking the transition from a collapspairs to locate the antegrade (least premature) and retroing antegrade front to stable antegrade propagation. The grade (most premature) VP boundaries. Fig. 1 displays the effects of reduced Na channel density were explored by membrane potential profiles for s12s2 delays bounding 2 varying G from 24.25 mS / cm (control or wild type) to the VP and plotted at 5-ms intervals in order to visualize Na 2 6.0 mS / cm , a value near the threshold for stable propagathe temporal progression of front development. Depicted tion. The effects of slowed recovery from Na channel here are two conditions: normal cells (panels A2D; G 5 Na Fig. 1 . Identification of the vulnerable period with paired s1-s2 stimuli. Each test consisted of a conditioning wave (s1) initiated by injecting current into the left end of a 5-cm excitable cable, followed by test stimuli (s2) injected at 1.25 cm. The responses to variations in s12s2 delay were noted and the membrane potential at 5-ms intervals was plotted at the transition from refractory (A,E) to stable retrograde propagation (B,F) and from retrograde (C,G) to 2). The dynamics of forming a stably propagating antegrade wave was sensitive to G . At the transition to stable antegrade propagation there was a brief Na interval of decremental antegrade propagation followed by incremental conduction and subsequent evolution of stable antegrade propagation. Reducing G Na increased the duration of the interval of decremental antegrade propagation as seen in panels C and G. 24.25 mS / cm ) and cells with reduced Na conductance density of antegrade channels, the threshold for stable 2 (panels E2H; G 59.0 mS / cm ). This reduced level of retrograde propagation, T , was larger than the minimum Na r G is consistent with the changes seen in ischemic border required for a resting cable. Establishing a stably propagatNa zone cells [10] (panels E2H). Panels A, B and E, F ing antegrade wave required exceeding a threshold, T , that a display the transition from refractory (collapsing impulse) was larger than T because the antegrade front had to r to stable retrograde propagation at the most premature propagate into less recovered medium as shown in Fig. 2 . boundary of the VP. Panels C, D and G, H display
The result was extension of the VP beyond that associated responses at the least premature boundary of the VP, with the transit of T across the suprathreshold region of r reflecting the transition from collapse of the antegrade the s2 field, by an additional distance determined by the front to stable antegrade propagation. The VP increased restoration gradient ( Fig. 2A) . Table 1 summarizes the more than 2-fold from 1.9 to 4.2 ms while the velocity measurements of the refractory period, RP, vulnerable changed by less than a factor of 2, in conflict with results period, VP, the s1 velocity and the effective conductance expected from transit of the refractory boundary across the gradient at the thresholds for stable retrograde and antegstimulus field [3, 13] . In addition, the temporal progressions rade propagation. of antegrade front collapse (panels C and G) were quite
We plotted (Fig. 3 ) the refractory period, RP (panel A), different, with the antegrade front collapsing almost imme-VP (panel B) and the probability of unidirectional propa-2 diately when G 524.25 mS / cm but requiring |35 ms gation, p(UP) (panel C) in order to assess the relationship Na of decremental propagation before collapse when G 59.0 between antiarrhythmic and proarrhythmic potential. We Na 2 mS / cm . estimated the probability as the ratio of the VP to the Propagation succeeds when the leading edge of the excitable interval:
where RR is the action potential can open enough Na channels from R-R interval. We assumed a heart rate of 75 (800-ms adjoining regions (a recruiting process) to supply the interval). At high values of G there were only small Na current required to extend the recruiting process and changes in the VP relative to the RP while at low values of maintain stable propagation. We visualized the 'capture' G , a 10% increase in RP (from 456.7 to 500.7 ms) led to Na range of a propagating front as determined by the space a 5-fold increase in the VP (from 1.9 to 11.2 ms) and a constant. We reasoned that propagation should succeed as 7-fold increase in p(UP) from 0.005 to 0.037. long as the density of available channels per space constant Some Na channel mutations associated with arrhythmowas adequate to meet the ignition requirements for adgenic processes exhibited slowed recovery from channel vancing the front.
inactivation. We approximated this situation by reducing We defined the recruiting capacity as a function of the the rate constant for recovery from inactivation, a , by a j spatial gradient of recovering Na channels (the restoration factor of 3. This shifted the inactivation curve 4.5 mV in gradient) and the space constant. Exploring the role of the the hyperpolarizing direction similar to that observed in restoration gradient on wave front development, we plotted Ref. [10] (Fig. 4A ) and increased the time constant of the spatial distribution of the effective Na channel conductrecovery by a factor of 3 for potentials ( Fig. 4B ) more ance ( g (x) 5 G h(x) j(x)) at the s12s2 delays associnegative than 265 mV comparable to that observed in Ref.
Na Na ated with the most premature boundary of unidirectional [9] . The control or wild-type recovery time constant for conduction and at the s12s2 delay associated with the 285 mV was 15.6 ms while the mutant time constant was least premature boundary of unidirectional conduction for 46.8 ms. The filled circles in Fig. 3 Other mutations of the Na channel accelerate inactivapropagation was slightly greater than that determined in a tion and have also been associated with arrhythmogenic resting cable with no Na conductance restoration gradient processes [9, [19] [20] [21] . Accelerated inactivation will reduce 2 ( g 54.87 mS / cm ). the peak Na current during phase I of the action potential,
Na
Injecting current greater than threshold into the s2 equivalent to a reducing G , thus slowing conduction. We Na electrode produced a localized region of depolarizing tested this hypothesis by doubling the rate of fast inactivapotential. The potential nearest the center of the electrode tion, b , which reduced the inactivation time constant at 0 h 2 was suprathreshold while the potential outside this region mV from 180 to 90 ms. With G 524.25 mS / cm , the Na was subthreshold. We defined the suprathreshold region as conduction velocity was reduced from 64.65 to 50.96 the stimulus field. With no gradient, excitation opened cm / s, and the refractory period was extended from 456.2 channels symmetrically within the stimulus field. With a to 468.4 ms while the VP was prolonged from 1.9 to 5.1 gradient of conductance, excitation opened (recruited) ms. fewer channels in the antegrade direction than in the Plotting VP against the reciprocal s1 conduction velocity retrograde direction. In order to compensate for the lower for both normal and mutant (slowed recovery) channels Due to the restoration gradient of Na channel conductance, a wave propagating in the retrograde direction is able to recruit more recovered Na channels per space constant than a wave propagating in the less recovered antegrade direction. Ignoring the recruiting mechanism, the VP represents the time for the retrograde threshold to propagate across the stimulus field: VP 5 L /v where L is the length of the field and v is the s1 wave velocity. However, the asymmetry of Na channel conductance at the s2 site during the VP means that the recruited channels per space constant will be less for antegrade extension of the front than for retrograde extension of the front. When the s12s2 delay aligns the retrograde threshold with the right edge of the s2 electrode, the antegrade front collapses due an insufficient I . The s12s2 delay must be extended in order move the retrograde threshold point beyond the right edge of Na the electrode, thus compensating for the smaller antegrade I . This additional time permits the s1 wave to travel an additional distance, L*. Shown in panel Na 2 A is the distance, L*, required for the G 56 mS / cm profile to travel in order to recruit enough Na channels to sustain stable antegrade propagation. Na (Fig. 5A ) revealed a non-linear relationship. Earlier models VP 5 L /v. However Fig. 1C ,G demonstrated that the of the VP [3, 13] were based on negligible s2 front antegrade front development process was sensitive to G Na development time and a common threshold for stable and Fig. 2 revealed different thresholds for stable retroretrograde and antegrade propagation. These assumptions grade and antegrade propagation. We incorporated these led to a linear relationship between VP and 1 / velocity: observations into the W-R model by estimating the availability curve 4.5 mV in the hyperpolarizing direction similar to the probability of unidirectional propagation (Prob, panel C). The filled observed values [10] and increased the time constant of inactivation squares represent normal recovery from inactivation while the filled recovery by 3 at potentials less than 265 mV. At 285 mV the recovery circles represent retarded recovery from inactivation associated with a time constant slowed from 15.5 to 46.5 ms. mutation that reduced the recovery rate 3-fold. Reducing G increased Na the RP, VP and Prob in both cases with the increases being more pronounced with slowed recovery than with normal recovery.
The Na conductance restoration gradient is directly linked to the inactivation recovery rate as follows: additional distance the s1 wave must travel in order for the ≠G hj ≠G hj 1 inactivation, we can approximate the gradient and estimate difference between the two availability thresholds and is the VP with only channel parameters. In cardiac cells, depicted in Fig. 2A .
inactivation recovery is dominated by the time constant for Incorporating the gradient term, the VP is described by:
recovery from 'slow' inactivation. Thus, Eq. (2) can be 5A) . We tested this relationship by varying the transition rate complexities such as spatial variations in cellular refractoriness and anisotropic cellular connectivity amplify or attenuate the underlying proarrhythmic mechanism. Addi-4 . Discussion tional complexities (pumps, currents, complex connectivity, etc.) can only extinguish vulnerability by extinguishing An absolute prerequisite for reentry is the formation of a either excitability, refractoriness or coupling, features that premature impulse within a vulnerable region, where are essential for a functional heart. impulse propagation succeeds in some directions and fails
The duration of the VP is critically dependent on the in other directions. However, many factors contribute to dynamics of recruiting the requisite density of Na channels propagation success and failure, including the dispersion of necessary to sustain propagation in either the retrograde or refractoriness [22] , the ability to excite a region larger than antegrade direction. The boundaries of the VP depend on the liminal length [23, 24] and the presence of anisotropic the interaction between the density of recruited channels coupling between cells [25] . In a structurally complex and the thresholds for retrograde / antegrade propagation. multi-dimensional preparation, the length of the excitation Following an s1 wave, retrograde recruiting is more wave relative to the size of the excitable tissue mass places efficient than antegrade recruiting because the density of an additional constraint on whether reentry can be susrecovered channels per space constant is greater in the tained.
retrograde direction. This asymmetry results in a conductVulnerability, a generic property of any excitable ance threshold for stable antegrade propagation that is medium, requires only an excitation threshold, a refractory greater than that for stable retrograde propagation. During process and diffusive coupling [3] and can be readily the restoration process, re-excitation either: (i) fails bedemonstrated in chemical media [26] . Cardiac cells share cause the density of recruited channels is less than that these properties and, to develop an understanding of required for either stable antegrade or retrograde propagamodulators of excitability, refractoriness and coupling on tion; (ii) is incomplete because the density of retrograde recruited channels exceeds the retrograde threshold but the threshold to pass over the extent of the s2 stimulus field: density of antegrade recruited channels falls below the L /v where L is the length of the electrode and v is the antegrade threshold; or (iii) succeeds because the density velocity of the conditioning wave. However, when the of recruited channels in both directions exceeds the s12s2 delay is such that T coincides with the right r antegrade threshold. Incomplete excitation is proarboundary of the s2 field, the antegrade conductivity is rhythmic and represents unidirectional propagation in a below the threshold for stable retrograde propagation. cable and a wave break (leading to spiral waves) in twoConsequently the antegrade front collapses. Additional and three-dimensional tissue. Thus the duration of the VP s12s2 delay is necessary in order to overcome the effects depends on both the time course of conductance restoration of antegrade propagation into a below-threshold region. and the velocity of the s1 wave as shown in Eqs. (2) and
The additional delay is determined by the time required for (4). That a flattening of the Na conductance restoration the restored conductance at the right boundary of the s2 gradient linked with arrhythmogenic processes is supported site to exceed the antegrade threshold, T . This distance for a 2 by a number of reports.
G 56 mS / cm is indicated by L* in Fig. 2 , is labeled Na Proarrhythmia is associated with infarcted and ischemic virtual extension in Fig. 6 and is computed as L* 5 (T 2 r myocardium, yet the underlying mechanisms are uncertain.
In studies of myocytes dispersed from the epicardial border The implications of the restoration of Na conductance zone in recently infracted canine hearts, Pu and Boyden (and its gradient) in determining the vulnerable period are [10] reported reductions in the density of Na channels, far reaching. The disparity in conductance thresholds for accelerated inactivation and slowed recovery from instable antegrade and retrograde propagation follows directactivation. A missense mutation (Thr1620Met) in SCN5A, ly from the asymmetry (gradient) in Na conductance identified in patients with Brugada syndrome, was found to recruiting densities in the retrograde and antegrade direcboth speed the decay of the inward Na current as well as tions. The slower the restoration process, the flatter the prolong the recovery from inactivation [8, 19] . Accelerated restoration gradient and the greater the time required to inactivation was identified with another missense mutation exceed the antegrade threshold. Similarly reductions in G Na (Glu567Leu) in SCN5A, which was linked with sudden (or apparent G ) flatten the restoration gradient. This Na infant death and Brugada syndrome [20] . Similarly Vatta provides a mechanistic basis for understanding why acceleand colleagues [21] identified Na channel mutants in cases ration of inactivation and reductions in Na channel density, of sudden unexplained nocturnal death syndrome inactivation recovery rates and use-dependent drug un-(SUNDS) and identified mutations that accelerated the rate blocking rates all affect the VP in a similar manner: all of Na channel inactivation. The substitution (D1790G) in flatten the restoration gradient thus increasing L* and SCN5A resulted in a hyperpolarizing shift in the steadyprolonging the VP. state inactivation curve [2] . Our studies demonstrate a
The rate of recovery from inactivation of both normal common denominator, flattening the conductance gradient and mutant sodium channels is steeply voltage dependent at the site of re-excitation, that is shared by these mutants.
( Fig. 4B) , so that changes in the shape of action potential Slowed recovery from inactivation directly flattens the repolarization (phase 3) can significantly alter the Na restoration gradient. Reduced expression of Na channels, conductance restoration process. Specifically, action pohyperpolarizing shifts in steady-state inactivation and tentials with a steep phase 3 repolarization have been accelerated inactivation all reduce the peak Na current and demonstrated to be less proarrhythmic than those with a indirectly flatten the restoration gradient. more triangular repolarization morphology [27] . Thus We utilized these observations to refine the W-R model drugs that alter late repolarizing currents may also alter the of the vulnerable period [3] . Shown in Fig. 6 is a one-VP through modulation of the membrane potential driven dimensional cable with a conditioning wave propagating Na conductance restoration process. Similarly, defibrillafrom left to right. Shown also is the conductance wave.
tion creates complex patterns of potential distribution with During the last moments of repolarization, Na channels regions of depolarized potentials and other regions of begin to recover from inactivation and the effective Na hyperpolarized potentials. Recent studies [28] have demonconductance, g , increases. As the cells continue their strated the influence of polarity of the defibrillation pulse Na recovery from inactivation, the effective conductance on success or failure of defibrillation, an effect that may crosses the threshold for stable retrograde conduction, T .
well be linked to altering gradients of Na conductance in r The s12s2 delay determines the position of T relative to vulnerable regions. r the s2 site. Small s12s2 delays produce collapsing fronts, Recognition of the role of the Na conductance restoraas these test stimuli fall within the refractory period. As the tion gradient led to a new model for the VP that incorpos12s2 delay is extended, the transition point, T , crosses rated the Na channel recruiting process. This model r the s2 stimulus field and initiates a retrograde wave while suggests a new strategy for assessing the proarrhythmic the antegrade directed front collapses, a result of inpotential associated with a mutant channel. When the s1 adequate density of recruited non-inactivated channels in velocity is constant, the VP was directly proportional to the the antegrade direction. The W-R model of the vulnerable time constant for restoring channel conductance. With Eq. period is based on the time required for the retrograde (4) it is possible to evaluate the proarrhythmic potential of retrograde fronts evolve in a manner determined by the conductance recovery profile. Stable propagation results if the front is able to recruit an adequate density of Na channels in the direction of propagation. The absolute magnitude of Na conductance and the spatial gradient of Na conductance determine the wave front recruiting potential. Because the antegrade front must propagate into less recovered medium, the threshold for stable antegrade propagation is greater than the threshold for stable retrograde propagation. Unidirectional propagation results when T falls within the suprathreshold region of the r stimulus field, L, and its virtual extension, L*. Timing a stimulus such that T falls within the suprathreshold region triggers unidirectional propagation r characterized by an antegrade front that propagates decrementally and eventually collapses, a result of inadequate Na channel recruiting capacity and a retrograde front that evolves to a stably propagating retrograde wave, a result of propagating into a more recovered region. Bidirectional propagation from s2 stimulation is possible only after T passes beyond L* (cyan), where T is aligned with the right boundary of the s2 stimulus field. Thus the VP r a represents the time required for T to traverse both the physical s2 stimulation field (black), L, and the virtual extension (cyan), L* 5 (T 2 T )/dg /dx. 
